Impact of deformable image registration accuracy on thoracic images with different regularization weight parameter settings.
We assessed the deformable image registration (DIR) accuracy of thoracic images under different regularization weights using commercially available DIR software. The thoracic 4-dimensional (4D) CT images of 10 patients were used. The datasets for these patients were provided by DIR-lab (www.dir-lab.com) and included a coordinate list of 300 anatomic landmarks that had been manually identified. The ANAtomically CONstrained Deformation Algorithm (ANACONDA) of RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) was used to deform the peak-inhale to peak-exhale images under different regularization weights (4, 40, 400-default setting, 1500, 4000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000). The regularization weights were changed using a script. The registration error (RE) was determined by calculating the difference at each landmark point between the displacement calculated by the DIR software and that calculated by the landmark. We measured the computation time for each regularization weight setting. High regularization weights resulted in a smaller RE than that observed with lower regularization weights. The RE decreases rapidly with increase in regularization weight before reaching a plateau. No significant difference was found between a regularization weight of 400 and regularization weights of 4, 40, 4000 or 40,000 (P value >0.05). The range of the average time was 8.4-12.2s. We concluded that the default setting for ANACONDA is stable with respect to regularization weight in the thoracic region.